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Introducing the ‘Caburn’ Bench
designed by Wales & Wales for Joined + Jointed

A contemporary take on the English garden bench, ‘Caburn’ is a beautifully
proportioned, compact piece that is equally fitting for indoor use. Shown in oak, 
available also in sapele.
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Furniture design collective Joined + Jointed 
introduces the ‘Caburn’ bench, suitable for 
outdoor and indoor use, designed by British 
husband and wife team, Wales & Wales.

With an unsurpassed track record in designing benches 
that have become contemporary classics, Wales 
& Wales’s latest offering - ‘Caburn’ - is an original, 
exclusive design that features a strong ‘modern craft’ 
aesthetic.

Produced in-house by Joined + Jointed’s makers, their 
high level of craftsmanship is beautifully expressed 
in the way the round legs and rails are joined. The 
balanced relationship of the different elements gives 
the piece a structure that is unique and striking. 

To provide a sense of visual lightness, Wales & Wales 
have worked out an elegant, compact proportion, and 
excluded arms. The scale of the piece means it would 
sit especially well in smaller gardens and rooms.

Made entirely from solid wood, ‘Caburn’ is available 
in American white oak or sapele.  Both materials have 
been selected for their strength and suitability for the 
option of outdoor use, and are always from certified 
sustainable sources. 

The ‘Caburn’ bench is available exclusively through 
Joined + Jointed, online www.joinedandjointed.com 
or at the Joined + Jointed Chelsea showroom.

Retail prices are £795 in oak, and £875 in sapele.
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For more information, images or loans, contact Lucy Price
or Martyna Skuratowicz at Caro Communications:   

 
lucy@carocommunications.com    |   martyna@carocommunications.com 

 T: + 44 (0)20 7713 9388   |   www.carocommunications.com
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Notes to editors

About Joined + Jointed       www.joinedandjointed.com

Founded in 2013 by award-winning furniture designer Samuel Chan, Joined + Jointed 
is a collective of celebrated designers and artisans brought together by a shared 
love of contemporary design and meticulous craft. Together they have created a 
collection of original, accessible and exclusive furniture pieces, including works by 
Wales & Wales, Simon Pengelly, Sean Yoo, Lucy Kurrein, Samuel Chan and others. 

About Wales & Wales

Husband and wife team Rod and Alison Wales have been designing furniture for 
more than thirty years, creating pieces of timeless design, mostly in wood. Their 
work features in several national collections including the Victoria & Albert Museum 
and the Fitzwilliam in Cambridge. 


